
A Reseller’s Checklist for 
Receiving Inventory

 Timeframe

Once your shipment is delivered, you have up to 2 hours to unload a truckload delivery 
and up to 30 minutes for LTL.  Unloading times may differ from marketplace to 
marketplace, review the marketplace-specific Shipping page or FAQs. 


Record keeping is important—even during the unloading process. In the case of any 
item disputes you may wish to file, you should properly document your shipment. Follow 
these steps to properly document your order: 


Have the proper help to unload inventory—drivers are not able to assist in unloading

Confirm liftgate is attached to the truck (if applicable)

Photograph pallets inside the truck before you begin unloading

Count and document the number of pallets/cases being delivered, spot check your most important items

   Confirm order details


  Document your order


When , there are a few things you need to do to ensure a smooth 
process. This information refers to LTL and TL shipments on B-Stock. There may be some 
differences for parcel shipments.  

receiving inventory

Order # on BOL/Delivery Paperwork



Type of inventory




Number of pallets




Confirm that the order received matches 
order details


Note: The number of pallets may not be a 100% match, please review the auction details to determine how 
many physical pallets vs. pallet spaces.  



Lot/SKU number on pallets 



https://bstock.com/faq/shipping/what-should-i-know-about-receiving-my-shipment/


For information on Delivery Refusal and Delivery Refusal Best 
Practices, check out .the other checklist here

IN CASE OF SEVERE DAMAGE OR SHORTAGES

RECORDING THE ISSUE

Photograph each pallet as they are unloaded off of the truck

If there is a shortage of pallets received vs what is listed on the BOL/Delivery Paperwork, describe the 
issues, including pallet ID(s), on the delivery receipt or BOL/Delivery Paperwork.

If there is noticeable extensive damage to the inventory, describe the issues, including pallet ID(s), on the 
delivery receipt or BOL/Delivery Paperwork.

Keep copies of all forms and pictures for your records 

If a liftgate is listed on the BOL/Delivery Paperwork but not included, make sure it is documented on the 
BOL/Delivery Paperwork by the driver. 

If a copy of the BOL/Delivery Paperwork is not provided, it is best practice to take a photograph of the 
BOL/Delivery Paperwork after all notes are documented. 

File a dispute claim directly through your B-Stock account after following the steps under ‘Recording the issue’

BOL/Delivery Paperwork Should be signed by both YOU (the buyer) and the Driver. 

Submit a copy of the signed and annotated BOL/Delivery Paperwork when requested during the dispute 
process

Bill of lading (BOL)/Delivery Paperwork documentation helps protect you from any 
potential disputes.  

https://bstock.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/A-Resellers-Checklist-for-Delivery-Refusal-Best-Practices.pdf
https://bstocksolutions.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360045425391
https://bstock.com/blog/export-education-10-common-export-documents/

